
WHAT YOUR CLOTHES SAY ABOUT YOU ESSAY

They say you are what you eat but truly you are what you wear and We wear clothes to beautify ourselves to attract the
attention we seek.

I enjoy staying in fashion, not because magazines tell me I should but because I like to try new things and I
like to be daring. Proceed Well, clothes definitely seem to impress us human beings. The army P T uniform
consists of the following items: gray army tee shirt, black army running shorts, running shoes, white socks and
a reflective belt. Some may say that the Era was important, as it was the Golden Age in English history. The
man things different clothes distinguish between poor people and rich people. That being said not everybody
trusts themselves to make the deciosion so I often bring a close friend shopping with me who I know will give
me an honest opinon, that way I have an unbiased pair of eyes looking and judging the outfit too. If a person
was to put on a pair of torn faded jeans and some bright T-shirt, color his hair purple and red, and showed up
for a corporate job interview. It is sad but true that women are affected by this and lose their own images of
themselves in trying to please men. If you have the confidence in what your wearing you can make a regular
outfit look a million dollars every time you put it on. People often buy an outfit for that one special occasion
and then put off wearing it because it isnt suitable. The styles reflect their way of life. Fashions change
because our culture is always moving around and shifting. In middle school, I became more concerned with
my appearance, like most girls. It became a classic because it works no matter who you are. Nothing tells you
more about a person, or makes a greater first impression, than how one is dressed. Len the early age people
used to be half naked and wear dresses made from animal skins, leaves etc. Human standards of decency
changes along with the fashion and are likely to vary from culture to culture. Clothing and personality go
along together. Just do whatever it takes to make you happy. How we choose to wear it, defines the kind of
person we are or even our status in society. Instead of thinking this doesnt look good. They are an extension of
my personality. We are always being subjected to new trends everywhere we look! Please consider making
your tax-deductible contribution today. How will we ever know unless we step back and stop reading
magazines and watching television? Every single day, people tend to pass off judgment on others in a matter
of three seconds or less. Although I look to ads for the upcoming styles, I am still affected by the underlying
images behind them. The clothing that I wear shows the type of person I am. Having uniforms would stop the
teasing and discrimination about clothing, but there is more to tease or discriminate someone about rather than
just clothing. Furthermore, a loud and outgoing person will generally not wear a simple plain shirt and pant
set. This is also necessary with infants, young adults, and middle-aged adults and elderly. I definitely agree on
this because one day, I felt really gloomy due the weather. As people grow they go through a cycle which is
broken up into different life period. It was all about the boobs. Another aspect of looking presentable is
making my hair look nice by giving it a style I want for the day, not looking like I just woke up and ran out of
the house. And I want more. Please contact This I Believe, Inc. You see a person, take in their appearance, and
make a decision about them. Clothing became something that defined you; it identified you with a certain
group or clique. I cannot even count the number of useless products my friends and I bought to better our
appearances, all of which were expensive. To have my clothes associate me with a particular clique. It's what
"helps you figure out where you fit in. And carry different weapons like bows arrows, spear heads which
resembles that they are following the fashionable trends present at that time. It is awful, but it happens.


